Abstract--This
INTRODUCTION
Neural networks generally consist of a large number of simple processing elements and interconnections. The simple processing elements are called neurons. Every neuron has multiple input signals and one output signal. The output is typically a nonlinear function of the sum of the weighted input signals of that neuron.
A widely used neural network architecture is the multilayer feedforward structure (Lippmann, 1987) . Such networks can be trained to perform a vector classification by presenting examples (Lippmann, 1987; Hornik, Stinchcombe, & White, 1990; Irie & Miyake, 1988) . During training of a neural network, the weights of all neurons in the net are adapted according to a training algorithm. In the past few years, the interest in multilayer feedforward neural networks has grown considerably as a result of research into the development of efficient training algorithms for multilayer networks. In particular, the training algorithm presented by Rumelhart et al., the so-called back-propagation al-gorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) , is widely known.
Considerable research has been done in the field of multilayer neural networks with respect to feedforward network abilities (Akaho & Amari, 1990; Arai, 1989; Huang & Huang, 1991; Mehrotra, Mohan, & Ranka, 1991; Heskes, Slijpen, & Kappen, 1992) . The dynamic behavior of a sin#e-layer neural network has been well analyzed (Sontag & Sussmann, 1991; Minsky & Papert, 1988) . However, the learning behavior or dynamics during training of a multilayer neural network is generally derived by simulations because mathematical analyses of dynamics of nonlinear systems, such as a multilayer neural network, are very complicated. Only recently, a mathematical analysis of the dynamics of a feedforward multilayer network has been published (Guo & Gelfand, 1991 ) . Although mathematical analyses may require drastic simplifications to derive easyto-read equations, they contribute much more to the understanding of the fundamental principles involved than do only simulations.
A major problem that occurs during multilayer perceptron learning is encountering undesired minima. In undesired minima, the performance improvement of the classification drops to very low levels or even approaches zero whereas the network has not (yet) arrived at the optimal state for classification of the training set. Two types of undesired minima can be distinguished, local minima (Hirose, Yamashita, & Hijiya, 1991 ) and temporary minima (Murray, 1991 a) .
The performance improvement of the classification drops to zero if the network is getting stuck in a local minimum in the energy landscape. The local minimum
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A.-J. Annema, K. Hoen, and H. Wallinga may be abandoned by adding noise or by using sophisticated convergence algorithms. Possible modifications include simulated annealing (Sheu, 1991; Murray, 1991 b) and applying another energy function (Hanson & Burr, 1988) .
Temporary minima (Murray, 1991a) are fundamentally different from local minima as the performance improvement in this type of minimum drops to a very low but nonzero level because an approximately fiat region in the energy landscape is encountered. Without modifications to the training set or learning algorithm, the network may escape from this type of minimum, but performance improvement in these temporary minima is very low because of the very low gradient in the energy landscape. In the mean squared error (MSE) versus training time curve, a temporary minimum can be recognized as a phase in which the MSE is virtually constant for a long training time after initial learning. After a generally long training time, the approximately fiat part in the energy landscape is abandoned, resulting in a significant and sudden drop in the MSE curve (Murray, 199 l a; Woods, 1988) .
As temporary minima slow down learning significantly, minimizing the training time that is spent in this type of undesired minima speeds up learning considerably. In this article, the fundamental process behind the temporary minima is derived mathematically under condition of small initial weights. This condition will generally be satisfied in neural network training if no a priori knowledge about the training set is included in initial weights. The applicability of the presented analysis if the condition of small initial weights is not fulfilled is discussed.
The outline of this paper is as follows. A short introduction into the back-propagation training algorithm and into the used notation is given in Section 2. The vector decomposition method used for the analysis of the fundamental process behind the temporary minima during learning is introduced in Section 3.
The initial training and assumptions used for the analyses in this paper are discussed in the first part of Section 4. The remainder of Section 4 presents an introduction into the analyses of two (strongly related) mechanisms, called the "rotation-based" and "translation-based" mechanisms, that lead towards the encounter of temporary minima.
The rotation-based mechanism is analyzed in Section 5; an extensive discussion of this mechanism is included in this section. An illustrative example of this mechanism is presented in Section 6.
The analysis and discussion of the translation-based mechanism are presented in Section 7. As the analysis of this mechanism is strongly related to that of the rotation-based mechanism, the analysis and discussions are kept short. In Section 8, the XOR problem is selected to briefly illustrate the conclusions of Section 7.
The analyses in Sections 4-8 will be done for a twolayer network with two neurons in the first layer. An extension towards neural networks with an arbitrary number of neurons in the first layer is given in Section 9. Section 10 summarizes the conclusions.
NETWORK DEFINITION AND BACK-PROPAGATION LEARNING
In this article, the dynamics of a single-output twolayer neural network during training are analyzed. The learning algorithm is the back-propagation rule.
A general form for a single-output, two-layer neural network is given in Figure 1 . The two-layer neural network has Ni, external input signals and one bias input. Note that the bias signals are identical for all neurons in the network. The first layer contains Nt neurons and the second layer, which is the output layer, contains one neuron.
The vector containing all input signals of the neurons in the first layer is called the input vector of the network
The input vector of the neuron in the second layer is
where Yka denotes the output of the jth neuron in the kth layer. A neuron weights every input signal and performs a nonlinear function f( • ) on the weighted input. The weights of the jth neuron in the kth layer form a weight vector Wkj. The response of a neuron is
The response of the neural network is the response of the neuron in the second layer, Y.~,= Y2., =f(-Wz,," -U=).
During training of the neural network, input vectors U{ and the associated desired response of the network D p for every training vector are presented. For every training vector, the learning algorithm will adapt the weight vectors of all neurons to minimize a predefined energy function.
In this article, we assume that the two-layer neural network is trained using the back-propagation learning algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 1986) . The back-propagation rule is probably the most widely used learning algorithm for multilayer feedforward neural networks. It was discovered by Werbos in 1974 (Werbos, 1988 , rediscovered by Parker in 1982 (Parker, 1985 , and again rediscovered by Rumelhart et al. in 1986 (Rumelhart et al., 1986 .
The back-propagation learning algorithm is based on the minimization of the summed squared error between the actual responses Y~,~ and the associated desired responses D p of the network over all training examples. Hence, the energy function
is to be minimized during training. This minimization is done using a gradient descent minimization method, resulting in
with n a small, positive constant. In a frequently used approximation of eqn (6), the weight vectors of the neurons in the neural network are adapted after presentation of any training example. This "'local learning" approximation is allowed for small learning rates (Rumelhart et al., 1986) . In the analysis, we use the original back-propagation algorithm given by eqn (6); that is, batch learning or global learning is used. However, the results obtained hold as a good approximation as well for the local learning back-propagation algorithm.
VECTOR DECOMPOSITION
For the analysis of the dynamics during training of a two-layer neural network, we introduce a vector decomposition method. In this vector decomposition, the weight vectors and input vectors of all neurons in the network are decomposed into three vector components that are related to so-called attractor hyperplanes, to be introduced in this section. Every neuron in the network has its specific attractor hyperplane. First, the attractor hyperplane will be introduced. The last part of this section deals with the decomposition of the weight vectors and input vectors of the neurons in the neural network.
Hyperplane
In a back-propagation neural net trained for pattern classification, the weight vector of a neuron corresponds to a hyperplane that separates the input space of the neuron into two classes (Lippmann, 1987; Yang & Guest, 1990; Liang, 1991 ) . The equation of the hyperplane corresponding to a weight vector W_k,j is _Wk,j-_Uk = 0.
(7)
Attractor Hyperplane
A multilayer neural network is known to be a universal approximator (Hornik et al., 1990) . Consequently, the weight vectors of the neurons in the network converge during training towards specific attractors in weight space (Guo & Gelfand, 1991; Parker, 1985) . The positions of these attractors in weight space are independent of the order in which the training examples are presented because global training is used. The actual attractors may depend on the initial weights. For reasons of conceptual simplicity, we assume the initial weights to be very small. The condition for very small initial weights will be defined in Section 4. During training, several distinguishable phases will be surpassed. In each of the subsequent training phases, the attractors may be different from the previous attractor positions. This will become clear along with the analyses that follow in Sections 4-9. At this point, we like to ask the reader to keep up with our analysis, starting with the assumption of very small initial weights. The analysis will take the following line.
In the first phase of training using very small initial weights, the neural network can be linearized because all neurons are activated in the approximately linear middle region. In this phase, redundancy is built up in the first layer; in other words, the attractors in weight space for all neurons in the first layer are identical. After this phase, the first layer is approximately reducible to one neuron (Sussmann, 1992) and the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer are approximately identical.
In the next phase, the network cannot be linearized any more and the network nonlinearities must be included in the analysis. In this phase, the cluster of redundant neurons in the first layer will first continue building up redundancy and may then start to abolish this redundancy partially by starting to break into two clusters of neurons. During this phase, the attractors in weight space are still identical for all neurons in the first layer.
A third phase continues the breaking of the cluster into two smaller clusters. If the cluster is effectively broken into two clusters, the weight vector of the neurons in each cluster now converge towards two significantly different attractors in weight space.
The attractor in weight space for a specific neuron will be denoted as the weight vector attractor, W_k,yAa'r. Because of the different phases that will be shown to be surpassed during training in Sections 4, 5, 7, and 9, the weight vector attractor will generally be different in different phases. The hyperplane corresponding to the weight vector attractor will be denoted as the attractor hyperplane and will henceforth generally be different in different phases during training.
Vector Decomposition
For the analysis, we propose to decompose the weight vector and the input vector of every neuron in the neural network into three orthogonal vector components related to its attractor hyperplane. One of the vector components is related to only the bias input of the neurons, one component is perpendicular to the attractor hyperplane, and the last vector component is in parallel to the attractor hyperplane of the corresponding neuron.
The decomposition is best illustrated in two steps. The first step is to decompose both the weight and input vector of a neuron into two vectors, one vector component related to only the bias input signal as defined in Section 2 and denoted by the superscript bias, and the other vector component related to all nonbias-related input signals and denoted by the superscript r. The result of this first step is u_k = u_~,~? + v~,j (8) and
For the vector components in eqns (8) and (9) hold: 
Quantification of the Vector Components
Quantification of the vector components simplifies the notation in the vector decomposition-based analysis method. A simple quantification of the first two components of eqns (14) and (15) 
and = ~k, jBk, jl2_k, (19) Figure 2 illustrates the decomposition of the weight vector of a neuron; the bias vector component is not shown in the figure. The shaded areas in Figure 2 mark the two classes to be separated by the neuron.
The response of a neuron is a nonlinear function of the weighted input of the neuron [ eqn (3)]. With eqns (18) and (19), the response of a neuron is Yk,j = f(Wk,j. U k) (20) h h bias bias F = f (ak,jflk,j + ak,j Bk,j + U_k,j" W_ ~,j) .
In the vector decomposition-based analyses, vector decompositions as shown in eqns (18) 
ANALYSIS OF TEMPORARY MINIMA: INTRODUCTION
The vector decomposition method will now be used to analyse the dynamic behavior of a learning neural network when, after initial training, a temporary minimum is encountered. In a temporary minimum, the energy landscape is approximately flat and hence the MSE is approximately constant for a relatively long training time. It is observed that, after a long training time, the MSE suddenly drops to a significantly lower level. Encountering a temporary minimum slows down the learning process significantly. Consequently, reducing the time during which the network sticks in this type of minima would speed up learning significantly. In this section, first a description of the learning behavior of twoqayer neural networks in the very beginning of training is presented. For this description, it is assumed that the initial weights are small. The condition for small initial weights is usually satisfied in neural network training when no a priori knowledge about the training set is included in initial weights. After this description, a short introduction of two related mechanisms (rotation-based and translationbased) that lead towards the encounter of temporary minima is presented. The rotation-based mechanism is analyzed in detail in Section 5, and the translationbased mechanism is analyzed in Section 7. Reduction of sticking time in temporary minima will be the subject of a future paper.
Assumptions
To obtain easy-to-read equations, we make some assumptions concerning the weight vectors of the neurons in the network and concerning the number of neurons in the network. These assumptions do not degenerate the generality of this approach.
Firstly, it is assumed that the number of neurons in the first layer of the network is two. In Section 9, it will be shown by induction that the analyses presented in Sections 4-7 hold for any single-output, two-layer network with an arbitrary number of neurons in the first layer.
A second assumption is that the initial weights of the neurons in the network are so small that all neurons are activated in the approximately linear middle region of the transfer function during the beginning of training. Initial weights satisfying this assumption are very small initial weights. As long as the weights are very small, the neural network can be linearized. Initial weights that are not very small are discussed in Section 9.
Initial Training: A Linearized Network
At the start of training, the weights of the neurons in the first layer are very small. The weighted input of neurons in the first layer will then be close to zero for any training example, _Wij. _U~ ~ O. Consequently, the response of any neuron in the first layer on any training example is approximately f(O).
The adaptation of a weight of the neuron in the second layer for any single training example is given by
The first three factors on the right-hand side of this equation are shared for all weights of the neuron. Only the last factor, _U2 [n] , is different for the update of different elements in _W2,,. In the previous paragraph, it has been shown that for very small initial weights, the responses of the neurons in the first layer are closely identical. The weights in _W2,~ connected to neurons in the first layer will therefore adapt identically on any training example in the very beginning of training.
The adaptation of the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer is given by
The first three factors on the right-hand side on this equation are again identical for all neurons in the first layer. Furthermore, as the elements in _W2,~ corresponding to neurons in the first layer adapt identically on any training example, the weights _W2 ,[j] are equal. The fifth factor on the right-hand side of the equation, f'( _WLj-_Ul), is identical for all neurons assuming either very small weights or almost identical weight vectors _Wt,s. The input vector for the first layer _Ut is finally fed to all neurons in the first layer and is hence identical for all neurons in the first layer.
Therefore, it can be concluded that in the beginning of training, the weight vectors _WLj adapt by approximation identically on any training example and that furthermore the associated weights W2,~[j] adapt closely identical. For global training, the weights are updated after presentation of the total training set. The weight updates for W_2.~ [j] and the weight vector adaptations A_WI,j are approximately equal for any training example. Consequently, in the case of global learning, the summed weight updates over the total training set are also closely identical for the neurons in the first layer and for the weights in _W2,1 associated with the output of these neurons. An illustration of the process of closely identical weight adaptation in the beginning of training is presented in Figure 4 in section 6. The figure presents the dynamics of weights in weight space for the training set of Figure 3 in Section 6, as simulated by a neural network simulation program. In the beginning of training, that is, for _Wka[ n] small, the adaptation of _W ~,j appears to proceed almost identically. The same holds for the corresponding weights of the neuron in the second layer, _W2a [j] .
Note that there is a possibility that the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer adapt in opposite directions, which introduces opposite signs for the associated weights of the neuron in the second layer. This situation will be discussed later on in this paper.
First we will analyse the learning behavior using the vector decomposition method. In the very beginning of the training and under condition of very small initial weights, the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer adapt closely identically. The corresponding hyperplanes of the neurons in the first layer therefore move towards the same position in input space. Moving towards identical positions in input space of the hyperplanes can be interpreted as coinciding attractor hyperplanes for the two neurons in the first layer of the network:
B?,, = B?,= ~-B?.
(21)
As the weight vectors of the two neurons in the first layer adapt almost identical and with eqn (21), the fl~a of the two neurons in the first layer adapt to approximately identical values as long as the network can be linearized. In the analysis, it is assumed for reasons of simplicity that fl?., = ,87,2 -fl~-
The weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer will, under condition of proper initialization, converge towards the same weight vector attractor. Based on the analysis of the dynamics of the neural network using very small initial weights, that is, weights that allow linearization of the network in early training, we posit the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. On condition of very small initial weights, the hyperplanes of the neurons in the first layer of a single-output, two-layer neural network will, in the first part of training, move towards identical positions in input space.
However, the weight vectors will not be exactly identical; they will generally have different _W ~,j and fl~,i~ vector components. Due to the fact that the neural network can be linearized, the classification made by the network in the very beginning of training corresponds to the classification made by the average position of the hyperplanes of the neurons in the first layer. Because the weight vectors of both neurons in the first layer attract to their weight vector attractors W ~rr, ~(_W,,, + -W,,2) = -W ~,V = , _, 1, 2'1A~ = _wAvr. (23) With the vector decomposition method, the W AT is decomposed into wATT h h j_ ,qbiasobias = fll_Bt (24) f-n ATT~_ 1 .
It follows from eqns (23) and (24) that as long as the network can be linearized, eqn (25) will be satisfied by good approximation:
,Qbias ~. ~hias _ /4bias " b~I,l ~ ~1,2 --~ATT For simplicity of presentation, both a vector A W ' denoting the difference of the _W~,~ vectors and a differential norm of the I~bias v io components are introduced. These new components satisfy:
It follows that when starting with very small initial weights that allow linearization of the network in the beginning of training, the weight vectors of the two neurons in the first layer adapt to
in the beginning of training. It was also shown that the weights of the neuron in the second layer associated with neurons in the first layer, _W2,1[n], adapt (by approximation) identically in the beginning of training. It will first be assumed that the signs of these weights are equal; a discussion of a more general case will be given later on in this article.
_W2,t[nl=wza nE{l ..... Nt} withNt=2. (28) With eqn (28), the _B~,1 vector is
Continued Training: Including Network Nonlinearities
The analysis of the learning behavior of two-layer networks as presented assumes that the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer are close enough to satisfy condition ( 30): (-W~xr.u_~) . (30) With eqn (30), the response of the two-layer neural network on an input vector _U~ is
f(W_ ,.I.U~) + f(W~.2.U~).~ 2f
With eqns (27)-(30), this equation can be approximated by Y(~q) =f(V213~af(-W~ Tr" Ut) + ~ a2,t/3z, t ). (31) The factor lf2 in the first term of the argument springs from N~ ~ = 1/2 for a neural net with two neurons in the first layer (i.e., N~ = 2).
Condition (30) includes eqn (23), but is valid in a larger range: condition (30) is not only satisfied for small weights (i.e., weights that allow linearization), but is also satisfied when the weight vectors WLI and _Wi,2 are close. This includes that for large weights, eqn (30) is satisfied if the angle between _W~,~ and _W~2 is small. As soon as eqn (30) is not satisfied any more, the two neurons in the first layer make a significantly different classification. In this case, the analysis of the learning behavior can be continued after making a new vector decomposition for both neurons in the first layer. In Sections 5, 7, and 9, making a new decomposition will be explained in more detail.
It has been shown that during initial training, the hyperplanes corresponding to the neurons in the first layer attract to the same position in input space. When including the network nonlinearities, the so-formed cluster ofhyperplanes may break. Two mechanism that result in breaking of the clustered hyperplanes will be analyzed. Firstly, the breaking can be caused by rotation of the hyperplanes with respect to one another. Secondly, the hyperplanes can be translated with respect to another. Thirdly, a composite mechanism of the previous two mechanisms may occur; this will not be analyzed in this paper.
The rotation-based breaking can be monitored by the angle ~¢ between hyperplanes in a cluster. An analysis of rotation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes and a discussion of the relation with the encounter of temporary minima follows in Section 5. Section 6 presents illustrative examples of rotation-based breaking of a cluster of hyperplanes.
Translation-based breaking assumes that the hyperplanes move away from each other in a parallel way, and can be monitored by the distance between the hyperplanes. The analysis and brief discussion of the translation-based breaking mechanism is presented in Section 7 and an example is presented in Section 8.
ROTATION-BASED BREAKING
In this section, the mechanism behind rotation-based breaking of a cluster of hyperplanes will be analyzed. Because BI h corresponds to the norm of the weight vector component perpendicular to the attractor hyperplane and J _A _W ~ J is related to the norm of the weight vector component in parallel to the attractor hyperplane, with eqns (27a) and (27b), the angle between the two hyperplanes of the two neurons in the first layer is ~o = z-atan~) .
With the back-propagation learning algorithm, the weight vector increments during training are small. Henceforth, for the increment of the angle between the two hyperplanes for one adaptation step:
The partial derivatives on the right-hand side of eqn (33) can directly be derived from eqn ( 32 ):
The two increments AIA_W'I and A/3~ have to be derived from the back-propagation learning algorithm. With eqns (20) and (31 ), for the increments of _W],j during learning of one training example,
where f'(. ) is the first derivative of the output of the transfer function with respect to its input. The increment of IAW~I for one training example, AIAW~[ p, can be obtained from eqn (25):
A first-order approximation of eqn (37) is (a~'13nl+abi~'abi~wf v, v, , ~_, .AW"'__ , , Ufl, (38) where f"( • ) denotes the second derivative of the output of the transfer functions of the neurons with respect to the input. This first-order approximation is sufficiently accurate as long as the angle between the hyperplanes is small. The increment of the difference vector _A W" can be calculated by summation of eqn (38) over all training examples. For reasons of mathematical notation and operation, we use the integral equivalent of the sum = fvAlAW'lPP(p)dp. (40), is different for the two classes to be classified. Similarly, the adaptation of/~ of the two neurons in the first layer can be derived. The increment a/3~;~ on one training example is
The A/3) over the total training set can be approximated by 
Discussion
The effect of eqn (43) on the learning behavior of the two-layer neural network will now be explained. It is important to note that the normalized increments of I _A_W*[ and of B~ at the right-hand side ofeqn (43) are independent of ~o. Firstly, the two normalized increments on the right-hand side of eqn (43), and secondly, the dynamics of the angle ~o during training will be discussed.
Normalized Increment of I A _W~ I
The first term between brackets in eqn (43) 
There are two trivial and one nontrivial solutions for training examples satisfying eqn (45). One trivial solution is found for examples for which the derivative of the transfer function of the neuron in the second layer is zero. Another trivial solution of eqn (45) is found for examples that are already classified correctly; for these training examples the weight adaptation is zero.
Nontrivial examples satisfying eqn (45) are those for which the first derivatives of the transfer function of the neurons in the first layer are identical [ see eqns (36) and (37)]. This is true as a good approximation for all training examples for which the second derivatives of the transfer function of the neurons in the first layer equal zero [ see eqn ( 38) ]. When using odd transfer functions in the neurons in the first layer of the network, it follows from eqns (23) and (38) that these nontrivial examples are located in the attractor hyperplane of the neurons in the first layer,
Furthermore, it can be derived from eqn (38) that 
Normalized Increment of B~
The second term between brackets in eqn (43) 
In this case, the sum will remain positive because ofeqns (48) and (50). With eqns (48) and (50), it follows from eqn (47) that the situation reflected by eqn (51 ) only occurs if the classification made by the network for small ~p is very poor. From eqn (43), it follows that there exists a set of ¢ for which ~ is constant. These angles will be denoted as invariant angles. The invariant angles are given by tp = nr n E {0, 1, 2 .... }.
With eqns (43), (51 ), and (52), it follows that angles with even n are unstable and that angles with odd n are stable. According to eqn (43), for any initial angle that is not an even multiple of r, ~ goes asymptotically to the nearest odd multiple oft. Note that if the two-layer neural net is in an equilibrium, the two hyperplanes of the neurons in the first layer coincide: {~ = 2nlr nE{0, 1,2 .... }~ unstable (53) ~o=(2n+l)~r nE{O,l,2 .... }~ stable 2. In the second possible situation for the training of the two-layer neural network, the square brackets term in eqn (43) is negative throughout the training, 54, 1
With eqns (48) and (50) In this situation, the angle between the two hyperplanes decreases asymptotically to an even multiple of r during the entire training; the weight vector attractors of the neurons in the first layer coincide. Because the two hyperplanes of the neurons in the first layer tend to coincide during training, the classification of the training set will be carried out using redundant neurons in the first layer of the neural network; that is, the two neurons make almost identical classifications. The last possible learning behavior is the most interesting with respect to the derivation of several properties concerning the learning. In this last case, the term between brackets in eqn (43) It is clear that in this case, the learning behavior sequentially surpasses the two previously mentioned cases. In the beginning of the training, the angle between the hyperplanes converges towards an even multiple of r. After a certain point in the training, however, the angle between the hyperplanes is driven to an odd multiple of r. This means that the weight vector attractors of the neurons in the first layer coincide for t < re,it and are noncoinciding elsewhere.
Discussion of Negative Elements in _/P~I
In the analysis, all elements of B2hi were assumed to be positive. In general, however, the elements of B2h, l can be either positive or negative. The effect of negative weights associated with neurons in the first layer on the learning behavior of two-layer neural networks is small; a negative element in _B2ha means that for the associated neuron in the first layer the weight vector points in the opposite direction compared to a positive weight:
Hence, for neurons in the first layer connected to a negative weight, both ~),j and _W ~,j have opposite signs compared to neurons for which outputs are connected to positive weights. The effect on the preceding analysis is that the stable and unstable equilibria of the hyperplanes in eqns (53) and (55 ) are interchanged for every nonpositive elements in _B2h.t. Note that also the expression for A_W ~ in eqn (26) must be changed and that the signs of Biho must be compensated for.
Another effect, not analyzed in this article, is that the training time needed to obtain a certain level of performance for mixed positive and negative elements in _Bzh~ may differ from the training time for the case of only positive elements.
Temporary Minima
In this section, it is shown that the learning behavior depicted in eqn (56) leads towards the encounter of a temporary minimum. To happen upon the learning behavior of eqn (56), the training set must satisfy a number of conditions. Firstly, it follows from eqns (47), (48), (50), and (56) that the training set needs to be nonlinearly separable. Secondly, the performance of the neural network with clustered hyperplanes must be nonoptimum to break the cluster of hyperplanes. Thirdly, the performance of the neural network with clustered hyperplanes in the first layer must be good enough to ensure that the situation depicted in eqn (56) is encountered; a very poor classification of the training set using clustered hyperplanes results in eqn ( 51 ).
While training a network for r <__ Tcrit in eqn (56), the angle between the hyperplanes corresponding to the neurons in the first layer decreases monotonically. This means that the network builds up a redundancy of the neurons in the first layer. The classification of the training set made by the network approaches, in this phase, the classification made by a network with redundancy. The analysis as presented so far requires that eqn (30) be satisfied, which is true for either small weights or a small angle between the weight vectors; this latter includes a small angle ~o between the hyperplanes. It can easily be shown that eqn (30) is satisfied for r <_ rcri, in eqn (56) assuming small initial weights.
In the subsequent phase, t > rcri~ in eqn (56), the angle ~0 increases monotonically, which indicates gradual abolishing of the redundancy in the first layer. The analysis as presented in this article remains valid as long as the angle ~0 remains small [ see eqn (30) ]. After eqn (30) is no longer satisfied, the hyperplanes corresponding to the neurons in the first layer make a significantly different classification; the input space has been subdivided, or partitioned (Liang, 1991 ), into two parts, each classified by one neuron in the first layer. In this case, the analysis of the learning behavior of a two-layer neural net can be continued by making new vector decompositions for the two neurons in the first layer; the directions of the Bhj component vectors are then related to the part to be classified by the corresponding neuron and is hence different for both neurons in the first layer.
Due to abolition of the redundancy of the neurons in the first layer, the classification of the training examples can be improved significantly. This vanishing of redundancy results in escaping from the temporary minima (Murray, 1991 a) . It can directly be seen from the term sin(~o) in eqn (43) that abolishing the redundancy, that is, increasing of the angle ~0, is generally a slow process. This explains why neural nets may stick in a temporary minimum during training for a relatively long time.
ROTATION-BASED BASED BREAKING: AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, the equations describing the dynamics of the two-layer neural network during training, eqns (40), (42), and (43), will be used to describe the learning behavior for a simple classification problem that results in subsequently clustering and rotation-based breaking of the formed cluster of hyperplanes.
Training Set to be Learned
To demonstrate the conclusions of Sections 4 and 5, we consider the learning behavior of a two-layer feedforward neural net for classification of two classes in two-dimensional space. The classes in this training set A are indicated in Figure 3 by the two shaded areas. Note that all neurons in the neural network have a three-dimensional input and weight vector. The input vectors for the neurons in the first layer have two external input elements and one bias input element [ see eqn ( 1 ) ]. The neuron in the second layer has two inputs from the neurons in the first layer and one bias input [see eqn (2)].
Initialization
Before starting the training of the neural network, the weights of the neurons in the network have to be initialized. It is assumed that the initial weights are small enough to allow for linearization of the neural network at the beginning of training. According to Section 4, under this condition, the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer adapt almost identically in the beginning of training. Furthermore, the elements in _W2,|, which are not related to the bias input, are also adapting almost identically in this phase. To illustrate this, Figure 4 presents the simulated dynamics of the weights (excluding the bias-related weights) in weight space. These simulation results are obtained using a neural network simulation program that trained the specified neural net on the training set of Figure 3 . Figure 4a clearly illustrates that in the beginning of training using very small initial weights, the nonbiasrelated vector component in _W~,j, that is, the vectors W~,j, adapt identically. After a certain training time, the so-formed cluster of hyperplanes abruptly breaks into two hyperplanes, which make a significantly different classification. The direction in which W~,j adapts in weight space is dependent on the training set for both the phase of training in which hyperplanes are clustered and for the phase of training in which the neurons in the first layer make a significantly different classification. Figure 4b shows that the nonbias-related weights in _W2,t, that is, the elements of W[,~, adapt identically during the training. In the beginning of training, this is due to the fact that very small initial weight are used, which allows for linearization. After breaking of the cluster of hyperplanes, the nonbias-related weights in _W2,1 continue to adapt identically, which is due to symmetry reasons (i.e., the fact that for the used training set the two parts that are classified by the nonclustered hyperplanes are equally important for the classification of the total training set).
Phase Portrait
Under the condition of small initial weights, the learning behavior of the two-layer neural network is deterministic according to eqns (40), (42), and (43). Note that the order of presentation of the training examples is not important; the network adapts according to eqn (6) in which the weight adaptation is gradient descent for the squared error over all training examples.
Because of the deterministic behavior of the learning having global learning and negligibly small initial weights, the Bhk,j, obia~ , + ~,kj, and I _Wk.j I of all neurons in the neural network are strongly correlated. The state of the neural network, which is a function of the fjh,j, obias • ~k,j, and I _W~jI of all neurons, can therefore be expressed in, for example, /3 h and ~p. By doing so, a two-dimensional phase portrait (Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983) of the learning behavior of the two-layer neural network on the training set presented in Figure  3 can be constructed; this phase portrait is given in Figure 5 . Because eqns (40), (42), and (43) have been derived under condition of eqn (30), this phase portrait is valid only after the linearization phase (see Section 4) and until the hyperplanes make a significantly different classification. For subsequent phases of training, a new vector decomposition is to be made for every cluster of redundant neurons and hence new phase portraits result.
In Figure 5 , the phase trajectories start for values of /~ that marginally do not allow linearization of the network, a situation that corresponds to the begin situation for clustering and breaking behavior according to eqn (43). In the figure, the initial angles ~ have been chosen in a large range for reasons of illustration.
During training, ~ moves asymptotically towards ~max, which corresponds to the value of/3 h obtained for a redundant neural network after an infinite training. For nonredundant networks, the angle ~ moves towards an even integer multiple of ~r for/Sht < /3crit, with /3crit corresponding to Tcrit in eqn (56). After ~crit has been reached, ~p moves towards an odd multiple of ~r.
The phase portrait is valid as long as (30) is satisfied. The validity borders in fig. 5 mark the borders below which condition (30) is satisfied. As soon as a phase trajectory crosses one of these validity borders, a new vector decomposition has to be made.
Phase Portrait Assuming Major Simplifications
The phase portrait in Figure 5 has been constructed by using the equations in Sections 4 and 5, which is very time consuming. However, with some major simplifications, it is possible to very simply construct an approximating phase portrait: assume that Bh approaches/3m~, exponentially and assume that the normalized increment of the norm of the _3_ W + vector is a validity "~. linearly increasing function ofB~ h. In this way the phase portrait can be constructed using
IA~=Asi n(~p)[~ h_~crit ~max--~hl ~max--~crit]
._ ~crit J (with A a scalar scale value), which generally gives an acceptably accurate approximation of the actual phase portrait for training sets that result in rotation-based breaking of clusters of hyperplanes. With this set of difference equations, among others, the changing of the distribution of the examples from which the network learns and the changing adaptation on these training examples are simplified significantly. However, one can easily (and fast) get a good impression of the neural net's learning behavior using this set of difference equations. In case of proper use of a priori knowledge in initial weights, the hyperplanes corresponding to the neurons in the first layer may have different attractor hyperplanes throughout the training. In that case no redundancy will be built up in the beginning of training.
Learning Behavior for 0 < Bc,/t < B,~x
It follows from eqn (47) that in the case of the nonlinearly separable training set A, ~crit is smaller than ~max. For sets with/~crit < Bmax, the angle ~p goes asymptotically to an even multiple of,r for t < re,it in eqn (55). During continued training, t > rc~it, 9 tends to converge to an odd multiple of ,r. This means that for the first layer with redundant neurons at t = r~rit, the redundancy is lifted for t > Z~rit.
Learning Behavior for/~c,/t >/~=.x > 0
For some training sets, particularly those with linearly separable classes, Bcrit will be higher than ~max [ see eqn (47) ]. In this case, on condition of small initial weights, the network will tend to build up redundancy in the first layer during the entire training. In Figure 6 , an example of a (linearly separable) training sets for which ~cril > Bm~ is given. For linearly separable classes, the inequality/3crit > ~max is not a problem for the classification to be learned as any neural network with redundant neurons in the first layer can classify the separable training set correctly. The starting conditions for the analysis, which are satisfied when using small enough initial weights, will generally not be satisfied when using a priori knowledge. 
Phase Portrait Allowing Negative Elements in _B~,l
AS discussed in Section 4, the stable and unstable invariant angles in eqns (53) and (55) may interchange for negative elements in _Bh2,1. Directly after initializing the neural network using negligibly small weights for all neurons in the neural network, B2hA cannot be defined.
The direction in which _B2hj points after a short training period is now determined by two competing weight vector attractors. One attractor attracts to a state for which the stable angles are at even multiplies of 7r [see eqn (53)], corresponding to an even number of negative weights in _W2.1. The other attractor attracts to equilibrium states for which odd multiplies of rr are stable; this corresponds to an odd number of negative weights in W2,1.
Therefore, as soon as the weight vectors in the network are attracted to a stable angle, the resulting phase portrait is either the phase portrait shown in Figure 5 or a phase portrait identical to the one in Figure 5 but shifted in the ~ direction over r due to interchanging of the stable and unstable angles.
Required Training Time
The training time required to obtain a certain level of performance for a particular training set has been calculated with the help of eqns (42) and (43) using a special purpose computer program. For training set A, the values of ~hl,, for the neurons in the first layer have been calculated as a function of the number of training examples. In Figure 7 , these (coinciding) curves have been plotted (thick lines).
In Figure 7 , [Jcrit corresponds to the value of ~ at Tcrit in eqn (56) and/~,~id corresponds to the value of ~ for which eqn (30) is marginally satisfied (see also Figure 5 ). As soon as B~ equals ~v~id, the two neurons in the first layer start to make a significantly different classification. At this point in training, a new vector decomposition of the weight vectors of the neurons in the first layer has to be made to be able to continue the analysis. This new vector decomposition causes the drop of the ~h,n curves that is by a factor cos(0), where 0 is the rotation of the _Bh,n vectors at ~d; for this particular example 0 = 45 °.
After making a significantly different classification of the two hyperplanes, the values of ~h,, continue to increase to generally larger values than/~max,,-The coincidence of #h,i and /3h,2 after the breaking of the cluster is due to the symmetry of the particular training set.
The Mean Squared Error
An indication for the performance of a feedforward neural network is the MSE of the output signal of the network calculated over all training examples (Rumelhart et al., 1986; Hirose et al., 1991; Murray, 1991; Sheu, 1991 ) .
For the specified network and training set A, the MSE has both been calculated and simulated as a function of the number of training examples. In Figure 8 , the calculated and simulated MSE versus training time curves and the angle between the hyperplanes ~o are plotted; note the logarithmic y-axis for ~o.
For a network with redundant neurons in the first layer, it is not possible to classify all training examples correctly. Therefore, the MSE of network with redundant neurons does not reach zero but will stick in a temporary minimum. Assuming proper initialization, the network will however lift the redundancy during training.
Assuming proper initialization, the MSE versus training time curve in the beginning of the training is approximately identical to the curve obtained for a network with redundant neurons in the first layer because the network builds up redundancy. The MSE will therefore approach the MSE corresponding to a network with redundant neurons in the first layer. Dur- ing training, the redundancy will slowly be abolished as soon as/$1 h ~ Bc, it, marked with Ncrit in Figure 8 . This slow annihilation of the redundancy can be noticed in the MSE versus training time curve as a temporary minimum (Figure 8) .
The analysis as presented in this section is valid until the angle ~0 is so large that eqn (30) is no longer satisfied; in Figure 8 , this point is marked with N~id. After N~id has been reached, the hyperolanes corresponding to the two neurons in the first layer make a significantly different classification; the input space has been subdivided, or partitioned (Liang" 1991 ) over the two neurons in the first layer. The analysis of the learning behavior can now be continued after making a new vector decomposition with the _B~,j vectors related to the (two) attractor hyperplanes corresponding to the two parts of the subdivided input space.
Due to the removal of the redundancy of neurons in the first layer of the network, the classification of the training examples can be improved considerably. The MSE therefore decreases relatively quickly after Nv~id. Note that because training set A can be classified with a two-layer neural net having two neurons in the first layer, the MSE will approach zero after N~did.
In the temporary minimum, it might be concluded from the MSE versus training time curve that the increase of the performance of the total network approaches zero. However, as can be derived from curve a in Figure 8 and as shown by the analyses in this paper, a fundamental performance improving process takes place in the interval between Ncrit and N,~ia. This is observed in the adaptation of the angle ~o, although it is not noticeable in the MSE versus training time curve.
From eqns (47), (50), and (56), it can be derived that the better the classification by a network with redundant neurons, the lower MSEr~. and the higher Nerit will be. Therefore, for relatively good classification of a nonlinearly separable training set by a network with redundant neurons, the network sticks in a temporary minimum for a long (training) time. For training sets for which the classification made using a reduced network is poor, the network sticks in a temporary minimum only during a relatively short training time. In the MSE versus training time curve, this sticking phenomenon may not even be recognized.
TRANSLATION-BASED BREAKING
For some training sets, the declustering of the hyperplanes is not rotation based, as analyzed in Section V, but in a parallel manner, called translation-based breaking. In this section, the mechanism behind translation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes is analyzed. The analysis again assumes very small initial weights (as defined in Section 4) and follows the same line as the analysis of the rotation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes in Section 5.
For the translation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes, it will be assumed that the clustered hyperplanes move away from each other in a parallel manner. In this way, the norms of the _W ~ vector components are assumed to be zero. The distance between the hyperplanes is now determined by the /3h~,j and by the ~bias ~,j of the two neurons with clustered hyperplanes. It is straightforward to derive that (under condition of a zero norm for the _W ~ vector component) the distance between a hyperplane and the origin of input space is given by t~ bias d( O, hyperplanel,j) 
With eqn (26), the distance between the hyperplanes of the two neurons in the first layer (in parallel with respect to each other), is then
Afl~ ~as dist= /St h "
During training, the weight vectors of all neurons in the neural network adapt. As a direct result, the distance between the two hyperplanes in parallel also adapts during training. Analogous to the derivation in Section 5, the adaptation of the distance dist is:
[AA~ bias ~hhll
Equations (41) and (42) 
The average adaptation A/3 b'~ is then aA#tias = (aAatia"~P(v) d/,.
(61) at,
Discussion
The effect ofeqn (59) on the learning behavior is comparable to the effect ofeqn (43). Similarly to the discussion in Section 5, three possible situations can occur during training. 1. Firstly, the term between brackets in eqn (59) is positive throughout the training. In this case, the hyperplanes diverge (in parallel with respect to each other) at any point in training. In this case, the classification of the training set with clustered hyperplanes of neurons in the first layer is very poor. The stable and unstable invariant distances are then given by:
.
. Note that as soon as the distance dist between the two hyperplanes is so large that (30) is no longer satisfied, a new vector decomposition is to be made for both neurons in the first layer. Secondly, the term between brackets in eqn (59) is negative during training. It may be evident that the hyperplanes of the two neurons in the first layer contract towards the same attractor throughout training. In this case, the classification of the training set with one cluster of hyperplanes (virtually one neuron in the first layer) is good. Similar to eqns ( 53 ) and ( 55 ), the stable and unstable invariant distances are interchanged with respect to eqn (62). Thirdly, the term between brackets in eqn (59) may be negative in only the beginning of training and becomes positive at a certain point in training. This situation is comparable to the situation depicted by eqn (56) in Section 5:
In this case, a temporary minimum is encountered during training in a way similar to the way described for rotation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes in Section 5.
Discussion of Negative Weights in B~,I
It was assumed for the analysis in this section that the elements in _B2h,~ are positive. For negative elements in this unit vector, the hyperplanes of associated neurons in the first layer are rotated 180 ° with respect to a positive element. Due to the calculation of the absolute value in eqn (58), the sign of any element in B h2,, does not have any effect for the translation-based breaking mechanism. Note, however, that allowing negative signs in _Bh,~ results in a different expression for A[3 bias and that also compensations for the signs of/3hl,j must be included. Another difference resulting from negative elements in B_h,~ (not analyzed in this paper) is that the training time required to reach a certain level of performance may be changed.
Temporary Minima
It has been shown in Section 5 that the learning behavior depicted by eqns (43) and (56) leads towards the encounter of a temporary minimum, which was due to subsequently building up and removing redundancy in the first layer of a two-layer feedforward neural network.
The learning behavior depicted in eqns (59) and (63) is strongly related to the behavior of eqns (43) and (56); only minor differences exist. To avoid major redundancy in the text of this article, we do not repeat an extensive discussion of the occurrence of temporary minima for translation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes.
TRANSLATION-BASED BREAKING: AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, simulation results that illustrate the translation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes are presented. The training set used in this example is again two-dimensional and suited for classification using a two-layer neural network with two neurons in the first layer: the XOR-problem (shown in Figure 9 ) has been selected.
In the very beginning of training, the hyperplanes of the two neurons in the first layer form a cluster. This cluster is positioned in input space in such a way that the solution of the neural network for the training set is optimum. With the origin of input space in the lower left comer of the training set [indicated by the coordinates (0, 0)], the cluster is positioned outside the training set, in the lower left comer of Figure 9 . During training, the hyperplanes continue to move towards each other for t -< ~'crit.
The clustered hyperplanes move away from each other in a parallel way for t > re,t, and move towards their final position in input space. These final positions are indicated by the two thin lines in Figure 9 .
Phase Portrait
Similar to the learning behavior with rotation-based breaking of clustered hyperplanes, a phase portrait can be constructed of the learning behavior with translationbased breaking. In the phase portrait, the distance between the hyperplanes in parallel is plotted as a function of ~,n. The simulated phase portrait of the learning behavior of a two-layer neural network as specified in the beginning of Section 6 on the training set of Figure  9 is shown in Figure 10 . In this figure, the distance dist has been plotted as a function of both/~,t and ~h,2 because, after breaking the cluster at t = *crit, the adaptation of/~ th, t and/~,2 is different. Note that after eqn (30) is no longer satisfied, the weight vector attractors of the two neurons in the first layer are significantly different, which results in divergence of the two trajectories in the phase portrait. To compare the trajectories after breaking of the cluster, a number of markers have been included in Figure 10 : identical markers at the two trajectories correspond to specific points in training.
At a certain point in training and after declustering of the hyperplanes, the distance between the two hyperplanes decreases rapidly and then increases to its final value. This is explained as follows: directly after declustering of the hyperplanes, one of the hyperplanes moves towards attractor hyperplane A in Figure 9 . The other hyperplanes moves after a certain time towards attractor hyperplane B in Figure 9 , for which it has to pass the hyperplanes that attracts to attractor A. This passing process causes the rapid decrease and increase of the dist variable in Figure 10 after declustering.
The Mean Squared Error
It follows from Figure 10 that the neural network sticks in a temporary minimum for relatively small/3~. This means that the temporary minimum is encountered in the beginning of training, just after the phase in which the network can be linearized (see Section 4). In Figure  11 , the simulated MSE of the network is plotted as a function of the number of presented training examples.
The markers that were plotted in Figure 10 are also included in the MSE versus training examples curve. Note that for this particular training set, the major part of the sticking time is required to build up the redundancy in the first layer of the two-layer neural network, whereas for the rotation-based mechanism the redundancy-lift required most sticking time.
EXTENSION TOWARDS LARGER NETWORKS
In the analyses and examples in the previous sections of this paper, the number of neurons in the first layer was limited to two. It will be shown by induction that the analyses of Sections 4, 5, and 7 are also valid for neural nets with more than two neurons in the first layer.
For elucidation, assume a first layer with an arbitrary number of neurons. Assuming sufficiently small initial weights, the network can be linearized in the very beginning of training. During this phase, the weight vectors of all neurons will adapt almost identically, if again assuming only positive elements in _B2hl. The starting conditions for the analyses in Sections 4, 5, and 7 will hence be satisfied in the very beginning of training for neural nets with an arbitrary number of neurons in the first layer.
As all neurons in the first layer adapt according to eqns (36), (42), and (60), it follows that all hyperplanes converge towards the same position in input space for 7-<_ "rcrit in eqns (56) or (63). At the end of this phase of training, the first layer will be highly redundant.
In the subsequent phase, for r > Zcr, in eqns (56) or (63), the cluster of redundant neurons effectively breaks into two clusters of redundant neurons, each cluster consisting of at least one neuron. This breaking agrees with the mechanisms derived for the two-neuron case in Sections 5 and 7. After eqn (30) is no longer satisfied, the two clusters classify a significantly different but neighboring part of the training set.
The learning behavior of each cluster after making a significantly different classification can be analyzed by making a new vector decomposition using the (new) attractor hyperplanes corresponding to the analyzed cluster. For each cluster, the analyses as presented in Sections 5 and 7 hold when neglecting the effects of other clusters on the analyzed cluster. Note that only neglecting the effect of neighboring clusters introduces a small error because only a small part of the examples classified by neighboring clusters is also classified by the analyzed cluster. It can be concluded that for networks with an arbitrary number of neurons in the first layer, the network builds up redundancy in the beginning of training, and iteratively abolishes the redundancy partially during further training by iteratively breaking of clusters of redundant neurons into smaller clusters.
An example of the learning behavior of a neural network with more than two neurons in the first layer is presented in Figure 12 . Different phases in learning are represented by line segments between the shaded dots; training starts at the leftmost dot and proceeds towards the right.
In phase 1, the weights are small enough to allow linearization and consequently redundancy in the first layer is built up; this phase has been discussed in Section 4.
In phase 2, linearization of the network is not allowed because neurons are generally activated outside the middle (approximately linear) region. In this phase of training, redundancy in the first layer is first increased and then gradually abolished by tending to subdivide the cluster of neurons into two smaller clusters. This subdivision can be either rotation-based (as presented in Section 5 ) or translation-based (presented in Section 7). The slow process of tending to break into multiple clusters may be recognized in the MSE versus training time curve as a temporary minimum.
In phases 3a and 3b, the mutual redundancy is partially vanished; there are two clusters of neurons that classify a significantly different part of the input space. For both clusters, a new attractor hyperplane must be defined that corresponds to the subdivided training set. Strong redundancy exists in each cluster and the analysis can now be done for each cluster separately using the new attractor hyperplanes. As illustrated by the line segments 3bl and 3b2, clusters may iteratively break into smaller clusters.
Discussion of Very Small Initial Weights
For the analysis presented in this paper, very small initial weights have been assumed. In neural network training, this assumption is generally satisfied when no a priori knowledge has been included in the weights. It has been shown in the previous subsection that for an appropriate training set (not separable by clustered hyperplanes in the first layer while better separable after breaking the cluster) the condition of very small initial weights leads to the encounter and escape of temporary minima. However, if the initial weights are not very small according to the definition in Section 4, another mechanism leading towards temporary minima may occur. Although a thorough analysis of this mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper, this situation is discussed briefly.
It has been shown that under condition of very small initial weights, the redundancy is build up by clustering hyperplanes. If the condition of very small weights is not fulfilled, temporary minima may result from two types of redundancy. Firstly, one of the two clustering mechanisms derived for the case of very small initial weights may be present; phase 3b in Figure 12 corresponds to a situation in which not small initial weights (initial here means at the beginning of the analysis of phase 3b) leads towards a temporary minimum due to clustering and breaking of the cluster.
Secondly, the neural network may only significantly adapt the weight vector of a part of the neurons in the first layer. This means that other neurons in the first layer are either not actively used in the classification or are trained such that they have a constant output that will act as an extra bias input for the neuron in the second layer. In the first case, the norm of the weight vector of these neurons initially remains relatively small and the associated weight in _W2,t also remains small. To escape an encountered minimum, a not-actively used neuron may become activated. In the latter case, the neurons have a constant response, resulting from positioning the hyperplane relatively far away from the training set while the norm of the weight vector corresponding to the hyperplane is large; these neurons will not actively be used in the classification.
CONCLUSIONS
Vector decomposition has been used for the mathematical analysis of the dynamics during training of twolayer feedforward neural networks learning according to the back-propagation algorithm. The utility of this novel analysis has been demonstrated by describing and explaining the so-called temporary minima that occur in two-layer network training.
Temporary minima are usually recognized from the MSE versus training time curve as a part in which the MSE is approximately constant for a long time after initial training. Better understanding of the mechanism behind this type of minimum is important because this may lead to finding methods for minimizing training time of two-layer neural nets.
It has been shown in this paper that the temporary minima result from subsequently building up redundancy in the first layer and removal of this redundancy. Removing the redundancy requires a relatively long training time in which the MSE sticks at a level corresponding to a network with redundant neurons. As soon as the redundancy is (partially) abolished, the MSE curve drops relatively steep to a significant lower level corresponding to a less redundant neural network.
